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Abstract—A novel design of transmitarray (TA) antenna based 
on tightly coupled dipole array is presented in this paper. The 
array consists of 20×10 unit cells, and each unit cell is composed of 
a pair of short dipoles connected with a section of meandered 
transmission line (TL). The size of each unit cell is 20 mm×10 mm, 
which is about 0.2λ×0.1λ, where λ is the wavelength in free space 
at the lowest working frequency of the TA. By introducing the 
mutual coupling between adjacent units of the TA, the bandwidth 
of the TA can be improved dramatically. Due to the wideband 
characteristics of both the tightly coupled dipole array and 
meandered TLs, the proposed TA is able to achieve ultra-wide 
bandwidth performance. To verify the design concept, a prototype 
of the proposed TA is fabricated and measured. A log-periodic 
dipole antenna is used as the feed antenna of the TA. The 
measured results agree with the simulated results well. The 
operational band of the prototype is from 3 GHz to 9.5 GHz. 
Within the working band of the TA antenna, the radiation pattern 
is stable and the main beam of the antenna is not distorted or split. 
It is the first time that the TA based on tightly coupled dipole 
array is reported. 
 
Index Terms—transmitarray, wideband antenna, tightly 
coupled arrays, ultra-wide-band antenna  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
RANSMITARRAYS (TAs) are planar discrete lenses that 
operate a phase-front transformation by converting an 
incident spherical wave front into an outgoing plane wave 
propagating in a specified direction. As a kind of high gain 
antenna, TA has many advantages, such as the low profile, 
lightweight, easy fabrication, low cost and no feed blockage[1]. 
A TA antenna consists of an illuminating feed source and a 
flat transmitting surface composed of an array of unit cells. The 
feed source is usually located at the equivalent focal point of the 
transmitting surface. The transmission phase of each unit cell in 
TA is individually designed to convert the spherical phase front 
from the feed to a planar phase front. As a result, a focused 
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radiation beam can be realized with a high gain[2]. 
There are two different techniques for TA designs. One 
approach involves using multilayer frequency selective 
surfaces (M-FSSs). This approach uses frequency selective 
surface (FSS) as “free-space phase shifter” to obtain the desired 
phase delays to form the focused beam [3-6]. However, a full 
360° phase range compensation cannot be obtained by only one 
layer of the printed FSS[7]. Thus, multilayer design in which 
the layers are separated by either air gaps or dielectric laminates 
is required to increase the transmission phase range of the 
antenna element [8]. In [9], two layers of modified Malta 
crosses connected by four vias are used. The bandwidth of the 
TA based on the M-FSS depends on the bandwidth of M-FSS. 
Although this TA unit cell has a small thickness, it has a 
relatively narrow bandwidth. Higher order FSS with 
multi-layer structure can increase the bandwidth [10, 11]. In 
[10], six layers of patches are used to design a wideband 
bandpass FSS for wide band TA. In [12] and [13], four layers or 
five layers of patches are used for wide band TAs. The 
transmission phase can be controlled by adjusting the lengths of 
patches. Two metallic layers of double-ring slots [14] and four 
layers of split ring slots [15] have been used as high order FSS 
for the design of wideband TAs. The transmission phases of 
those TA units are controlled by adjusting the sizes the slots. 
The TA reported in [16] has three layers of three-dipole 
element. By adjusting the lengths of dipoles and the widths of 
gaps between adjacent dipoles, a 300° phase range 
compensation can be achieved. In [17], three layers of stacked 
ring resonators with stubs are used. The stubs’ length are used 
to control the transmission phase. In [18], a semi-planar TA 
with varied number of metal layers is reported. The layer 
number and patterns on layers in the each unit-cell are 
optimized for wideband characteristic. Although higher order 
FSSs can improve the bandwidths of the TAs, they increase the 
synthesis and fabrication complexity. 
Another way to design TA is using “receive-transmit (R-T)” 
configuration. One array antenna receives the signal from the 
feed antenna and transmits to another array antenna with proper 
phase shift to compensate the spatial phase delay [19-23]. In 
[20], aperture coupled microstrip patches with stripline delay 
lines are used as receiving and transmitting antennas. The 
transmission phase can be controlled by adjusting the length of 
the stripline. In [21], probe feed microstrip patches with 
microstrip feed line are used to design TA. The transmission 
phase can be controlled by adjusting the length of the 
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microstrip line. In [22], the TA unit cell consists of two 
identical square back-to-back microstrip patch antennas, and 
they are connected by a via. The transmission phase can be 
controlled by rotating the patch on the top layer. In [23], 
stacked patches based on proximity-coupled feeding are used 
as array antenna, and two bridged-T shifters in each unit are 
used to achieve over 400° phase range. Due to the narrow 
bandwidth of the radiating element and the insertion loss, the 
reported TAs in those papers using this approach usually have 
narrow bandwidths. 
To design a wideband TA, the tightly coupled dipole array 
(TCDA) is adopted in this paper. This is inspired by the 
wideband planar low-profile TCDA antennas [24, 25] and 
tightly coupled dipole reflectarray [26]. By introducing the 
capacitive coupling between dipoles, the bandwidth increases 
and the profile of the TCDA can be reduced [25]. In this paper, 
the concept of TCDA are used to extend the operational band of 
TA unit and a novel ultra-wide-band TA is proposed. The 
tightly coupled dipoles are used as TA elements for good 
transmission coefficient magnitude within a wide band. The 
meandered parallel microstrip lines are used as true time delay 
lines to compensate the spatial phase delay. 
As the TCDA is used to form a TA antenna, the proposed TA 
antenna combines the advantages of both TCDAs and TA 
antennas. The proposed antenna features a wider operational 
band compared with other planar TA antennas, and a simpler 
feed network compared with TCDAs. In its operational band, 
the unidirectional radiation pattern is stable. To our best 
knowledge, this work is the first one investigating the tightly 
coupled TA. 
This paper is organized as follows. The geometry and 
characteristics of the proposed unit-cell and TA are presented in 
Section II. This study also includes a theoretical discussion on 
the phase of transmission coefficient of the TA element as a 
function of frequency, aiming to improve the bandwidth of the 
TA. Section III presents the design of the TA antenna, as well 
as the simulation and measurement results. Section VI 
concludes this paper. 
II. WIDEBAND TA THEORY AND DESIGN 
In this section, the concept of equivalent distance delay is 
introduced to design the required unit-cell elements of the 
UWB TA. Then the proposed TA unit is presented and 
analyzed. At last, a UWB TA prototype operating from 3 GHz 
to 9.5 GHz is designed. 






















Fig. 1. (a) The configuration of a typical TA, and (b) its coordinate system 
 
The configuration of a typical TA and its coordinate system 
are shown in Fig. 1. The position of an element on the TA 
surface is (xi, yi), and the distance between this element and the 
position of the feed antenna is Ri. The phase of transmission 
coefficient of the TA element is Φi(xi, yi), and  ( , )i i ix y  is the 
phase distribution across the array aperture, then, 
   0 0( , ) ,  , i i i i i i i FS i ix y x y R k              (1) 
Where k0 is the wave number in the free space.  , FS i i   is 
the phase of the focal source radiation pattern in the direction of 
unit cell i. 0  is a phase constant that can be added to all 
elements of the array. 
On the other hand, if the beam direction of the TA is (θb, φb), 
and using a simple linear phase distribution across the array 
aperture, the required phase distribution across the array 
aperture can be rewritten as follow: 
 0( , ) - sin cos  sini i i b i b i bx y k x y         (2) 
By considering the equation (1) and (2), the required phase 
shift for each unit cell, which provides necessary phase 
compensation, is derived as follow: 




, = - sin cos  sin
, 
i i i b i b i b
i FS i i
x y k x y
R k




        (3) 
For a TA antenna, even if the beam direction (θb, φb), the 
positions of the TA elements (xi, yi), and the position of the feed 
antenna are kept unchanged,  ,i i ix y  varies with frequency. 
In order to eliminate the effects of frequency, equation (3) is 
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            (4) 
If the position of the feed antenna is the phase center of the 
focal source,  , FS i i   is independent of i, and 
 0
0
, FS i i
k
    is independent of i. 
Let 
  0, /  i i i id x y k                                 (5) 
1i id d d                                         (6) 
Then 
     1 1 1sin cos  sin   i b i b i b id x x y y R R              (7) 
Here id  refers to the required distance delay of a TA element, 
and 
id   is the renormalized distance delay. From the right part 
of the equation (6), the renormalized distance delay 
id  , which 
is the difference between required equivalent distance delay of 
ith element and that of 1st element, is determined by the beam 
direction (θb, φb), the positions of the TA elements (xi, yi) and 
the position of the feed antenna. 
id   is independent of the 
frequency. 
If the value of the calculated renormalized distance delay 
id   
of the TA element is not change with frequency in a certain 
band, it means the TA element can compensate differential 
spatial phase delay within the band. In the next subsection, the 
wideband TA units is introduced. 
 
B. Design of the TA Units 
As the insertion losses and the differential spatial phase 
compensations of TA units determine the performance of the 
entire TA, two aspects are considered when we design the unit 
cells of the TA. Firstly, to broaden the range of passband of the 
TA units with low insertion loss, the tightly coupled dipoles are 
used. Secondly, true time distance delay lines are used to 
compensate the spatial phase delays within a wideband. 
 
Fig. 2. Geometry of the proposed TA element: (a) side view, (b) front view, and 
(c) top view. 
The side view, front view, and top view of the unit cell are 
shown in Fig. 2. The geometry of the element is symmetrical 
about its center. The TA element consists of two dipoles, a 
delay line, and a ground plane. The dipoles are printed on the 
surfaces of two Rogers RO4003C substrates with the thickness 
of t. The interdigital capacitor are introduced between adjacent 
dipoles. The ground of dipoles consists of two metal strips. The 
distance between the ground and the dipoles are h1. By 
optimized the size of interdigital capacitor and the value of h1, 
good transmission coefficient magnitude within a wide 
operational band can be obtained. 
Two pairs of dipoles are connected by the delay line, which 
is comprised of a pair of meandered parallel microstrip lines. 
The delay line is printed on two sides of a Rogers RO4003C 
substrate. The width of the parallel microstrip line is Wf, and the 
total length of the meandered parallel microstrip lines equal to 
4×l+2×h1. Once the operational band of the element is 
optimized, the value of h1 is fixed, and by altering the value of l, 
the total length of the delay line can be controlled. The detail 
parameters of the TA element are shown in Table I. 
 
Table I Parameter of the TA element (Unit: mm) 
Symbol Value Symbol Value Symbol Value 
t 0.813 h1 10 Wf 0.4 
dx 10 dy 20 Wd 3 
 
There are two steps to design the element of the TA, which 
will be demonstrated in details. 
1) Design of the TCDA element 
The proposed TA elements are based on TCDA. The 
analyzed tightly coupled dipole excited by a lump port is shown 
in Fig. 3. Similar with the design in [27], the radiator is an 
interdigital capacitor coupled dipole. The tightly mutual 
coupling generated by the interdigital capacitors between 
adjacent elements is critical to the performance of the TA 
element. It will help to enhance the impedance bandwidth. A 
metal ground plane is placed under the dipole. The distance 
between dipole and ground is essential to determine the 
working band of the elements. The size and structure of the 
dipole, and the impedance of the lump port are simulated with 
the help of ANSYS HFSS and optimized for good impedance 
matching within a wide operational band.  
 
 
Fig. 3. TCDA element excited with lump port 
 
Fig. 4 shows the simulated VSWR of the tightly coupled 
dipole element in Fig. 3. The impedance of the lump port is 
optimized to be 170Ώ. The operational band for VSWR<2 is 
from 3.18 GHz to 9.54 GHz. The height of the element and the 
minimum distance between adjacent elements are 10 mm, 
which is only about 1/10 free wavelength at its lowest working 
frequency 3.18 GHz.  




Fig. 4. Simulated VSWR for geometry of Fig. 3 
 
2) Design of tightly coupled dipoles connected with mender 
delay line  
Once the TCDA element is optimized in last step, the 
structure of the dipole is fixed and two dipoles mounted on two 
sides of the ground plane are used as receiving element and 
radiation element in each TA unit as shown in Fig. 2. The two 
dipoles are then connected with a pair of parallel microstrip 
lines which works as a balanced transmission line. The pair of 
parallel microstrip lines work as a true time delay line for 
necessary phase compensation. In this way, the receiving 
element can transfer the energy received from the feed antenna 
to the delay line when the antenna array is illuminated by the 
feed antenna. Then the energy is continually transferred from 
the delay line to the radiation element. 
The ground plane consists of metal strips is used as shown in 
Fig 2 instead of a whole metal plane as shown in Fig 3 in order 
to accommodate the phase delay lines. Thus, the meandered 
parallel microstrip line can go through the ground plane via the 
gap between two metal strips. The gap between two metal strips 
is only 5 mm wide which is about 0.16 wavelength in free space 
at 9.5 GHz (the highest working frequency in this design). The 
printed metal strips works as a polarizer. The printed dipoles 
are aligned parallel to the metal strips and the radiation from the 
dipoles is reflected by the printed metal strips. Therefore, the 
metal strip is equivalent to the surface of metal plane in such a 
way. 
The parallel microstrip line is composed of two sections of 
U-shaped mender line. The characteristic impedance of the 
parallel microstrip transmission line equals to the optimized 
impedance 170Ω in last step for better impedance match 
between TCDA element and delay line. Considering the 
thickness and permittivity of the substrate, the width of the 
delay line can be calculated to be 0.4 mm. The substrate which 
parallel microstrip line are printed on is perpendicular to the 
orientation of the dipole. As the parallel microstrip line is 
perpendicular to the orientation of the dipole, the space 
electromagnetic coupling between the dipole and the 
transmission line can be avoided. The total length of delay line 
in the unit is equal to 4×l+2×h1. By adjusting the length of l, the 
total length of delay line can be easily controlled. It should be 
noted that in this design, only two U shaped mender lines are 
used, more than two section of meander lines can be used for a  
large adjusting range of the total length. 
To test the performance of the TA unit cell, the magnitudes 
of transmission coefficients with different values of l varying 
from 1mm to 7mm with 1mm step are calculated as shown in 
Fig. 5. It can be seen that the magnitudes of transmission 
coefficients with different values of l are relatively flat within a 
wideband, and the insertion loss is less than 2 dB within the 
bandwidth of 3-9.5 GHz for different values of l. Good 




Fig. 5. Caculated transmission coefficient magnitudes against frequency for 
different geometry of unit cell. 
The calculated transmission phase of the elements Φ are 
shown in Fig. 6. The renormalized equivalent distance delay 
( , )d l f  produced by the TA unit at different frequencies are 
also calculated according to equation (5) and (6), and illustrated 
in Fig. 7, where      1 1, = , , , 1d l f d l f d l f l mm   . The 
calculated transmission phase of the element Φ is varying with 
frequency f and parameter l dramatically as shown in Fig. 6. 
However, d vs. l curves with different frequencies are almost 
overlapped as shown in Fig. 7. Although the renormalized 
equivalent distance delays of the proposed unit for different 
frequencies are not the same precisely, the deviations are very 
small, which means the proposed element can approximately 
satisfy equation (7) within a wide frequency range. 
A function of ( )d l  is desired to design a TA. Here, 
2nd-degree polynomial curve fitting in a least-squares sense is 
used to determine the function of ( )d l . The software Matlab is 
used to do the polynomial curve fitting. The frequency range is 
set to be from 3GHz to 9 GHz with 1 GHz step, and parameter l 
is from 1mm to 7mm with 1mm step. So there are 7 frequency 
samples and 7 parameter l samples, and the total samples of 
( , )d l f  is 7×7. The function ( )d l  is derived to be as follow: 
2( ) 0.0546 12.5 12.6d l l l          (8) 
The curve of ( )d l  is drawn by small circle in Fig. 7. We can 
see the residual error is very small. Therefore the function of 
( )d l  is used to calculate the parameter of l for each TA unit. 




Fig. 6. Caculated transmission coefficient phases against frequency for 
different geometries of unit cell. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Caculated renormalizeed equivanalent distance delay of the proposed 
unit cell. 
 
C. Design of the Feed Antenna 
A wideband log-periodic dipole antenna (LPDA) is used as 
the feed antenna [28]. The LPDA antenna is composed of 
dipoles and a pair of parallel microstrips. It is printed on a 
Rogers RO4003C substrate with thickness of 0.813 mm. The 
configuration of the LPDA is shown in Fig. 8. 






    (9) 
And the parameters of the geometry are listed in table II. 
 
Table II Parameter of the LPDA (Unit: mm) 
Symbol Value Symbol Value 
l1 32 mm k 1.15 
w1 4 mm tanα 0.46 
 
The phase center of the LPDA changes with frequency. In 
the TA antenna design, the phase center of LPDA at 6 GHz is 
posited at the focus point of the TA. 
 
 
Fig. 8 configure of the feed antenna. 
 
D. Design of the transmitarray 
The proposed TA consists of 20×10 proposed units. The 
dimension of the TA is 200×200×21.626mm3. The focal length 
of the TA is chosen to 112mm. And the distance between the 
TA and LPDA feed antenna is 93 mm. The required 
renormalized distance delay is calculated according to equation 
(7). In this design, it should be note that 1st element is chosen to 
be the unit at the corner of the TA and the TA is designed to be 
a broadside array, R1 in equation (7) is the distance between the 
focus to the center of the corner element. Therefore the required 
distance delay of the 1st element is set to be 0mm, and the 
required parameter of l of the 1st element is set to be 1mm as 
well. The calculated renormalized distance delay of each unit of 
the TA is shown in Fig. 9(a). By using equation (8), the 
required parameter of l of each element in TA can be derived as 
shown in Fig. 9(b). 
 
(a) 





Fig. 9. Required (a) equivalent distance delay and (b) parameter of l for each 
element in TA. 
 
The configuration of the proposed UWB TA antenna is 
shown in Fig. 10. The feed antenna is allocated beyond the TA. 
The phase center of the feed antenna is placed at the focus of 




Fig. 10. The configuration of the proposed UWB TA antenna. 
 
III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The proposed ultra-wide-band TA antenna is simulated with 
full-wave simulation software ANSYS Electronics Desktop.  
To better explain the mechanism of the TA antenna, the 
electrical near field distributions around the TA antenna and 
corresponding far field 3D radiation patterns at different 
frequencies are plotted in Fig. 11 and 12, respectively. As 
shown in Fig. 11, the TA converts an incident spherical wave 
from the feed antenna into an outgoing quasi plane wave 
propagating in broadside direction at both higher frequency and 
lower frequency. As predicted, broadside pencil beams are 
observed at both frequencies as shown in Fig. 12. It should be 
noted that the gains of the TA antenna are different at two 




Fig. 11. Simulated electric field contours on a cutting surface in the YOZ-plane 
at frequency of (a) 4 GHz (b) 7GHz 
 
 
Fig. 12 Simulated 3D radiation pattern at frequency of (a) 4 GHz (b) 7GHz 
 
 
Fig. 13. The picture of the fabricated UWB transmitarray antenna. 
 
To verify our design concept, a prototype of proposed TA 
antenna is fabricated as shown in Fig. 13. The radiation patterns 
and gains were measured in an anechoic chamber and the S 
parameters were measured with a vector network analyzer. 
The simulated and measured radiation patterns are shown in 
Fig. 14. Good agreement between simulation and measurement 
results is observed. The radiation patterns are stable within a 
wide band. The radiation pattern is not distorted within the 
frequency range from 3 GHz to 9.5 GHz. The highest sidelobe 
level (SLL) in H plane is about -8.4 dB, and the SLL in E plane 
is about -13.0 dB. The large side lobe around 60° is due to the 
spillover from the effects of over-illumination of the main 
transmitarray surface. Fig 15 shows the measured and 
simulated |S11| of the feed antenna. 
The simulated and measured gains of the proposed 
transmitarray antenna are shown in Fig. 16. The simulated gain 
varies from 13.78 dBi to 20.36 dBi, while the measured gain 
varies from 13.3 dBi to 20.6 dBi in the operational band. The 
measured peak gain is 20.6 dB at 8 GHz. The aperture 
efficiency AE is calculated using 












                          (10) 
where G is the measured gain, Dmax is the maximum directivity, 
A is the physical area of the antenna aperture, and λ0 is the 
free-space wavelength. The simulated and measured aperture 
efficiencies (AEs) are plotted in Fig. 17. The simulated AEs are 
over 21% within the working frequency from 3 GHz to 9.5 GHz. 
The measured AEs are over 20%. The lower AE values are 
mainly due to the spillover effect. For easy fabrication and low 
cast, the LPDA antenna is used as feed antenna. However, it has 
a relatively larger beamwidth in its H plane result in 
over-illumination. In the future, an ultra-wide-band feed 
antenna with stable phase centre and suitable radiation pattern 





 E-plane H-plane 
(a) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(b) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(c) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(d) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(e) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(f) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(g) 
 
 E-plane H-plane 
(h) 
 
Fig. 14. Radiation patterns of the proposed antenna. (a) 3GHz. (b) 4GHz. (c) 5 
GHz. (d) 6 GHz. (e) 7 GHz. (f) 8 GHz. (g) 9 GHz. (h) 9.5 GHz. 
 




Fig. 15. Simulated and measured S11 of the feed antenna. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Simulated and measured antenna gains and aperture efficiency  
 
 
Some representative works published in the literatures using 
M-FSS and receive-transmit (R-T) scheme are summarized 
together in Table III. The definitions of bandwidth used are 
different among the listed works. We present their achieved 
fractional bandwidths based on what are presented in their 
papers. The table III cannot provide a quantitative comparison 
but rather a qualitative comparison to help the readers to 
evaluate different TAs. All of the presented works have good 
beam characteristics with reasonable side lobe levels within 
their frequency bands. It can be seen that, the proposed antenna 
has the largest working bandwidth with reasonable gain. 
 
Table III  









[5] 5.7% 38% 3 stacked 
patches 
23 M-FSS 












62% 5 stacked ring 
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22.3 M-FSS 























A novel ultra-wide-band TA has been proposed in this paper. 
A new unit-cell configuration with two printed tightly coupled 
dipoles and a pair of meandered parallel microstrip lines has 
been proposed. The unit cell shows good characteristics 
including good transmission coefficient magnitudes and 
applicable spatial phase delay compensation within a 
wideband. Moreover, the fabrication process of the unit cell 
relies on standard PCB technologies, which makes the 
corresponding TA very attractive for low-cost integration. A 
prototype of the proposed transmitarray is fabricated and 
measured. The antenna has stable radiation pattern within a 
wide operational band from 3GHz to 9.5 GHz. The measured 
gain and aperture efficiency in the operational band are from 
13.3 dBi to 20.6 dBi and from 20% to 46%, respectively. Such 
characteristics make the proposed TA very promising for 
high-data rate communications. 
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